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ABSTRACT
The mechanism(s) of immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI)- 
induced myasthenia gravis (MG), an immune- related 
adverse event (irAE) that is fatal and limits subsequent 
ICI use, remain unexplored. Here, through comparative 
genomic analysis, we identified a pathogenic p.S467C 
germline variant in SLC22A5 in a thymoma case with 
ICI- induced MG, which was found to be associated with 
fatty acid oxidation through its regulation on L- carnitine 
levels. Remarkably, ICI rechallenge with L- carnitine 
pretreatment led to durable response without MG- related 
symptoms. Thus, we provide the first clinical evidence of 
genetic test- directed irAE management, which integrates 
individualized ICI treatment into the evolving paradigm of 
cancer management.

INSIGHTS
ICI rechallenge with L- carnitine pretreat-
ment may be an effective treatment strategy 
for relieving myasthenia gravis.

BACKGROUND
Thymoma is an epithelial neoplasm of the 
thymus. For many patients with unresectable 
diseases, chemotherapy might be the only 
treatment option, given the limited efficacy 
of targeted therapies and anti- angiogenics.1 
With the emergence of immunotherapy, 
immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) has revo-
lutionized the treatment landscape in a wide 
range of cancers.2–5 The effectiveness of ICI 
treatment has also been demonstrated in 
thymoma patients. In a phase II clinical trial 
of pembrolizumab for patients with thymic 
cancers following progression to chemo-
therapy, five of the seven enrolled thymoma 
patients had stable disease and two achieved 
partial response.6 However, ICI treatment is 
associated with a unique spectrum of side 
effects, referred to as immune- related adverse 
events (irAEs), which can largely limit the 
efficacy of ICIs.7 8 One emerging irAE is myas-
thenia gravis (MG), which is characterized by 

early- onset, multiple organ failures leading 
to permanent damages to organs, and even 
death.9 10 In addition, previous studies 
have shown that 50%–70% of patients with 
thymoma have one or more paraneoplastic 
syndromes (PNS). As MG accounts for 
30%–50% of these PNS,11 thymoma patients 
treated with ICI may further increase the risk 
of MG development.

It has been widely accepted that biomarker 
testing is needed to enrich patients who might 
benefit from ICI treatment.12–15 It is equally 
important to identify and screen for poten-
tial biomarkers of irAEs to enable precise 
management and even early prevention.

Here, we present our experience in genetic 
testing- guided immunotherapy re- challenge 
in a case with carnitine deficiency and conse-
quently dysregulated fatty acid oxidation 
(FAO) caused by a pathogenic SLC22A5 
mutation. The addition of L- carnitine to the 
immunotherapy rechallenge regimen effec-
tively relieved and prevented the reoccur-
rence of MG, providing the basis of durable 
ICI benefit in our patient.

METHODS
Next generation sequencing analysis
NGS testing was performed on the patient’s 
tumor tissue using a targeted panel encom-
passing 425 cancer- relevant genes (Gene-
seeqPrime, Nanjing Geneseeq Technology, 
Nanjing, China). In addition, whole- exome 
sequencing (WES) was performed on blood 
samples from the patients and their parents. 
All sequencing tests were conducted with 
informed consents in a CAP- accredited and 
CLIA- certified laboratory (Nanjing Geneseeq 
Technology. DNA extraction, quantification, 
library preparation and sequencing were 
conducted as previously described.16 FASTQ 
file quality control and alignment were 
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performed by Trimmomatic and BWA (hg19), respec-
tively. Mutation calling was performed as previously 
described.17

RESULTS
Patient characteristics and treatment overview
A patient was diagnosed with thymoma (figure 1A) and 
developed recurrence and metastasis 2 years after surgery 
(figure 1B). At the time of disease recurrence, the patient 
did not have any MG- related symptoms. The surgical 
specimen demonstrated positive PD- L1 expression as 
determined by both tumor proportion score (30%; ≥1%) 
and combined positive score (32; ≥1). The tumor sample 
was also subjected to genetic profiling using a 425- cancer 
gene panel (GeneseeqPrime, Nanjing, China) and no 
negative predictors of ICI response or hyperprogression- 
related biomarkers were detected.

Subsequently, the patient was treated with first- line 
pembrolizumab (200 mg d1) combined with chemo-
therapy (CAP regimen, cyclophosphamide 1000 mg 
d1+liposome adriamycin 40 mg d2+cisplatin 50 mg d1–2) 
and achieved a partial response. Seventeen days later, the 

patient developed right ptosis, double vision, and subse-
quently bilateral eyelid drooping with mild breathing 
and swallowing difficulties. Laboratory indicators showed 
high levels of CK- MB (>300 ng/mL), myoglobin (MYO 
>3000 ng/mL), and high- sensitive cardiac troponin T 
(hs- cTnT, 1087 pg/mL; figure 1C). The patient was thus 
diagnosed with grade III MG and was administered with 
a high dose of methylprednisolone (300 mg, qd). The 
clinical symptoms of MG gradually disappeared 2 weeks 
following treatment, while relevant biochemical indica-
tors gradually reached normal levels only 3 months after 
(figure 1C).

Following MG relief, given the risk of MG reoccurrence 
with immunotherapy, we switched the patient from ICI 
treatment to chemotherapy. Unfortunately, after two 
cycles of CAP regimen and three cycles of PCb regimen 
(liposome paclitaxel 270 mg d1+carboplatin 600 mg d1), 
the patient failed to respond and experienced progres-
sive disease (figure 1B).

Molecular mechanism of MG and ICI rechallenge
In the absence of subsequent therapeutic options, we 
considered the possibility of an ICI rechallenge. We 

Figure 1 Response to (re)immunotherapy and management of immune- related MG. (A) Low- powered magnification (×4) H&E 
stain of the thymic lesion. The yellow arrows indicate the thymic lesion. (B) Representative CT images of patients during the 
treatment (from the baseline to ICI rechallenge). The yellow arrows indicate the thymic lesion. (C), Change in levels of blood 
indicators of cardiac and liver damage. The arrows with different color represent the indicated stage of the treatment. ALT, 
alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate transaminase; cTnT, cardiac troponin T; CK- MB, creatine kinase- MB; ICI, immune 
checkpoint inhibitor; MG, myasthenia gravis.
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sought to identify potential risk alleles of MG in our 
patient by performing WES on the peripheral blood 
samples from the patient and his parents. We found 
that the patient carried a maternally inherited variant 
in SLC22A5 (c.1400C>G; p.S467C), which encodes the 
high- affinity carnitine transporter, OCTN2 and has 
been linked to systemic primary carnitine deficiency.18 19 

By performing an analysis based on Genotype- Tissue 
Expression (GTEx, https://gtexportal.org/home/), we 
found that SLC22A5 was mainly expressed in the muscle 
tissue (figure 2A), suggesting that mutant SLC22A5 may 
associate with the dysfunction of muscle tissue.20 In 
the wild type, as shown in the figure 2B, the structure 
of SLC22A5 protein acts as a pipeline for transporting 

Figure 2 ICI associates with fatty acid oxidation (FAO) activation. (A) Comparison of SLC22A5 mRNA level among different 
tissues based on genotype- tissue expression project. (B) The structure of SLC22A5 (OCTN2) visualized by SWISS- MODEL. 
(C) The scatter plot of carnitine metabolism (y- axis) and FAO signature (x- axis) across different tissues. The tissues with high 
calcium ion transport and FAO signature scores are colored in red (muscle tissue), orange (heart), green (liver), and pink (kidney). 
(D) Comparison of MKI67 mRNA levels between ICI pretreatment and post- treatment groups (dataset derived from GSE141479). 
Wilcoxon’s rank- sum test, p- value<0.05:*. (E) Correlation between FAO signature and MKI67 mRNA levels based on the 
expression profile derived from GSE141479. (F) Schematic diagram illustrating the competition between the immune system 
(left panel) and muscle/heart/liver tissues (right panel) for carnitine following ICI treatment. ICI, immune checkpoint inhibitor.
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molecules (eg, carnitine) from the outside into the 
cells. However, when we performed the MAESTRO 
algorithm to predict the influence of p.S467C alteration 
on the structure, we found the variant was a stabilizing 
mutation (ΔΔG pred.=−0.347), which may profoundly 
affect the transporting activities of the protein. This 
finding was also confirmed by other studies.1 2 Since 
the SLC22A5 mutation is involved in the de- regula-
tion of the FAO pathway,20 we next asked whether ICI 
treatment might exacerbate the metabolic disorder in 
this patient. We analyzed the mRNA expression profile 
from the GTEx and found that both Carnitine Metab-
olism and the FAO pathway (MSigDB, http://www. 
gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/msigdb) were highly upregu-
lated in the muscle tissues (figure 2C). Furthermore, 
we collected the mRNA profiles consisting of 74 cases 
whose T cells were extracted before and after ICI treat-
ment (GSE141479).21 The expression of the marker 
of proliferation Ki- 67, MKI67, was significantly higher 
after ICI treatment (Wilcoxon’s rank- sum test, p=0.014), 
suggesting ICI induced T cell proliferation (figure 2D). 
In addition, we found that the MKI67 levels showed 
a correlation with the enrichment score of FAO (via 
single- sample Gene set enrichment analysis, ssGSEA22 
(Spearman’s correlation, r=0.32, p=0.0056) (figure 2E). 
As shown in the figure 2F, the findings above suggested 
that ICI- induced MG could be ascribed to the compe-
tition immune system and muscle/heart/liver tissues 
for carnitine, since both require the carnitine to sustain 
the FAO and acquire energy. However, the variant in 
SLC22A5 can reduce the efficiency of carnitine trans-
port. Such a deficiency could be exacerbated by ICI, 
as the ICI could trigger the large number of activated 
immune cells throughout the body to hunt for carni-
tine, resulting in an extreme lack of carnitine for 
other tissues. We proposed that carnitine supplemen-
tation might restore energy production in the muscle 
tissues on ICI treatment. Consequently, the patient was 
pretreated with L- carnitine (6 mg), followed by an ICI 
rechallenge, to prevent MG reoccurrence. Up to now, 
the patient had continued to receive the combination 
treatment for three cycles and had a partial response 
without MG- related symptoms.

DISCUSSION
According to the National Comprehensive Cancer 
Network (NCCN) guidelines, ICI treatment should be 
permanently discontinued for patients who had devel-
oped grade II or higher MG.23 As a consequence, a 
subset of patients, including the patient in our study, 
might miss the opportunity to benefit from immuno-
therapy rechallenge following MG relief. Following 
the failure of standard chemotherapy in our patient, 
the lack of subsequent treatment options prompted us 
to reconsider the possibility of the ICI challenge. We 
further conducted a more comprehensive evaluation 
of the patient’s genetic profile by WES. Remarkably, we 

identified a pathological germline variant in SLC22A5 
(c.1400C>G), which is associated with carnitine defi-
ciency and disruption of the FAO pathway, and conse-
quently energy metabolism in the muscle tissues. 
Subsequent analysis revealed that the FAO pathway was 
upregulated in the T cells after ICI treatment, which 
may further compete for carnitine and diminish its 
overall level in the muscle tissues. Compared with the 
traditional symptomatic therapies for MG manage-
ment, administration of L- carnitine, which is targeted 
directly against the underlying cause of MG devel-
opment, may represent a more compliable and safe 
option for patients. In addition, our findings suggest 
that special focus should be placed on alterations in the 
FAO and other energy metabolism- related pathways in 
patients with immune- related MG, who might benefit 
from L- carnitine treatment. More importantly, this is 
the first clinical report, to the best of our knowledge, 
which integrates precision medicine into the routine 
management of treatment- related adverse events. While 
further investigations are needed to fully understand 
the biology and pathogenic mechanisms of irAEs, this 
approach might have profound implications for the 
future management of the broad spectrum of irAEs.

Advances in the field of genetic testing, particularly 
NGS technologies, have also facilitated the develop-
ment of cancer immunotherapies.13 14 Stratification 
of responders to immunotherapy through predictive 
biomarkers is an effective way to overcome the low 
response rate to ICI treatment. The current design of 
clinical testing panels is mainly focused on ICI efficacy- 
related biomarkers. As we deepen our understanding 
of the mechanisms underlying irAEs, further consider-
ation should be given to the future design of clinical 
testing panels.

This study is limited by the exploratory nature of the 
single- case report. Nevertheless, our study demonstrates 
that genetic testing might enable the precise identifica-
tion of irAE- related mechanisms and early diagnostic 
assessments, and serve to guide personalized clinical 
decisions for subsequent treatment strategies.
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